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Hajj Stampede in Mina, 2015: Need for Intervention
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Dear Editor,
Mass gatherings (MGs) occur for many different rea-

sons including religious, social, cultural, political and
sporting events. There are two types of spontaneous and
organized MGs. The first one takes place when a popula-
tion displaces due to natural disasters or conflicts, whereas
the second one is seen in a preplanned program. Mass
gatherings are associated with health risks of infectious
disease outbreaks, noncommunicable diseases, injuries,
terrorist attacks, stampedes, etc. (1). It has been estimated
that 70% of human stampedes occur due to religious as-
semblages. Sports, entertainments, political demonstra-
tions and celebrations are other causes. There are two
types of stampede. The first type is a panic behavior of
people who afraid of a detected threat, while the second
type takes place when the rush is toward something seen as
gratifying, such as when spectators poured into a stadium
that was already full to over capacity. Stampedes mainly oc-
cur in developing countries and its mortality is eight-fold
higher in developing compared to developed countries (2).

A terrible stampede took place a few months ago in
Mina, Saudi Arabia during Hajj 2015 and caused more than
two thousand deaths among pilgrims (3, 4). The victims
came from about 30 different countries and the highest fre-
quency rates were from Iranian nationality (3). Stampede
is a mass casualty incident repeating every few years dur-
ing Hajj and many pilgrims have lost their lives in this rit-
ual during the past 25 years. Some of the death rates are as
follows: 1,426 in 1990, 270 in 1994, 118 in 1998, 35 in 2001, 14
in 2003, 251 in 2004, 3 in 2005 and 360 in 2006 (5, 6). There-
fore, this event is the deadliest stampede happened in the
recent decades in Hajj.

Detailed data are required to analyze stampedes accu-
rately; however, the sources of most information regard-
ing such events are news which is not scientifically valid
and scientific papers have also received little attention in
definition of preventive strategies (7). It seems that Hajj

authorities should implement new reforms based on Had-
don matrix, which categorizes injuries to three phases of
precrash, crash and postcrash and classifies underlying
causes to four factors of host, agent, physical and social en-
vironments (8). More investigations along with original re-
searches are needed to evaluate Hajj stampedes. In addi-
tion, new reforms for prevention of injuries and deaths are
mandatory.
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